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ABSTRACT 
Beginning with a polynomial with real roots, a family of polynomials with degree 
reduced by one is defined using a nonnegative matrix; then the root spreads of the 
original polynomial and polynomials in the family are compared. There are applica- 
tions to the spread of the roots of a Hermitian matrix pencil and the root spreads of its 
principal subpencils having one fewer row and column. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The spread (M) of a H ermitian matrix M is the separation between its 
greatest and least eigenvalues. In a previous paper [6] the author conjectured 
an inequality linking the spreads of all the deficiency one principal submatri- 
ces of a Hermitian matrix to the spread of the full matrix, and proved it in the 
3 X 3 case. To state the conjecture, let K be an n X n Hermitian matrix 
with characteristic polynomial f(h), and let Ki be the deficiency one 
principal submatrix obtained by deleting row i and column i, with character- 
istic polynomial fJh), i = 1,. . . , n. The conjecture is that 
,$ [spread( K,)]” 2 (rr - 2)[spread( K)]‘. (1) 
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This conjecture arose upon study of results of Johnson and Robinson [2, 31 
comparing the numerical range of a complex matrix with the convex hull of 
the numerical ranges of all its deficiency one principal submatrices. The 
conjecture (1) is somewhat stronger than was needed for the numerical range 
results, yet it seemed to be true, since it was supported by abundant 
computer generated numerical evidence. 
However, Nylen and Tam have shown in a recent paper [4] that the 
conjecture is false for n X n Hermitian matrices when n 2 4, but is true if 
n - 2 is replaced by a smaller value. Thus the original conjecture was “nearly 
true.” 
We shall see below, as a direct consequence of two simple facts, (i) the 
interlacing connecting the eigenvalues of each Kj to those of K, and (ii> the 
linear dependence of the h(h) and f’(h), specifically, 
that an inequality 
5 [spread( Ki)]’ 2 c[spread( K)j2 
i=l 
must hold for some positive constant c = c(n) dependent on n but not on 
K. Thus, with almost no analysis, a modified version of the original conjecture 
is found to be valid, and the only uncertainty is the best (largest) value of the 
positive constant c(n). 
While the original conjecture focused on the eigenvalues of principal 
submatrices of a Hermitian matrix, it was really a statement about polynomi- 
als in which an orthostochastic matrix S is prominent, by virtue of the very 
simple formula (2) below. Replacing the orthostochastic matrix S by a doubly 
stochastic matrix S is a natural generalization. The original conjecture (1) is 
also an inequality relating the spread of the roots of a Hermitian matrix pencil 
deli hZ, - K ) = 0 to the root spreads of its principal subpencils det( AZ, _ 1 - 
Ki) = 0, i = 1,. . . , n. An equally natural step is to replace the n X n identity 
matrix Z, in the pencil by a positive definite Hermitian matrix. This in turn 
leads to a polynomial question in which a nonnegative matrix (rather than an 
orthostochastic matrix) appears; see (4), where F is the nonnegative matrix. 
The final generalization is to allow this nonnegative matrix F to be quite 
general and not necessarily derived from a Hermitian matrix pencil. The 
original conjecture and its various generalizations are briefly described in the 
following sections. 
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REMARK. The exponent 2 in (1) may be replaced by another value, p, 
and then a family of related conjectures arises. The case p = 1 was exten- 
sively discussed in [6], and other values of p are considered in [4]. We restrict 
our attention to p = 2. Nylen and Tam’s paper [4] also studies spread 
inequalities like (1) in which 1 is changed to 5 , together with numerical 
range applications. We shall not consider these in this paper. See also [S] for 
other interesting facts. 
2. QUADRATIC SPREADS: EIGENVALUE CASE 
Let K be a Hermitian matrix with eigenvalues A, 2 .a* 2 A,, and take 
Kj to be the principal submatrix of K obtained by deleting row i and column 
i, 1 5 i 5 n. Let spread(K) = A, - A, d enote the eigenvalue spread of K, 
and similarly for the Ki. The quadratic spread conjecture, first described in 
[6], asserted that (1) holds. This conjecture was proved in [6] when 12 = 3 (it 
is trivially correct when n = 2). However, Nylen and Tam have shown that it 
is false when n 2 4. 
3. QUADRATIC SPREADS: DOUBLY STOCHASTIC CASE 
We now generalize the quadratic spread conjecture of the last section. Let 
K = Udiag( A,, . . . . A,,) U*, 
where U = [uij] is unitary. Take f(A) = (A - A,) *.* (A - A,) to be the 
characteristic polynomial of K, and let f;(A) be the characteristic polynomial 
of Ki, i = 1, . . . . n. The following formula appears to be due to Thompson 
[8], with a rediscovery in [I] (see also [4]): 
_fl( A) I:! = S L(‘4 
f(A) 
A - A, 
f( A) 
A - A,, 
(2) 
where S = [ Iu~,~]‘] is orthostochastic. We use this formula to generalize the 
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quadratic spread conjecture to polynomials, replacing the orthostochastic 
matrix with a doubly stochastic matrix. 
Let S be a doubly stochastic matrix (nonnegative entries, each row and 
column sum one), let f(h) = (A - A,) **a (A - A,,), where A, 2 *** 2 A, 
are real numbers, and then define polynomials fr< A), . . . , fn< A) by (2). Then 
each polynomial i(A) h as real roots interlacing the roots of f(A). Define 
spread(f( A)) of a polyn omial f(A) with real roots to be its largest root minus 
its smallest; then conjecture that 
igI ~P~=UXW I (n - 2)[spr=Kf(~))~2. 
This polynomial quadratic spread conjecture was proved for 12 = 3 in [6]; it is 
trivially correct for n = 2. The quadratic spread conjecture for Hermitian 
matrices is a special case, but since it is false, the doubly stochastic quadratic 
spread conjecture is also false. Yet we shall seek further generalizations. 
4. QUADRATIC SPREADS: PENCIL CASE 
We generalize the quadratic spread conjecture for Hermitian matrices to 
a quadratic spread conjecture for Hermitian matrix pencils. Let H and K be 
n X n Hermitian matrices, with H positive definite, and consider the Hermi- 
tian matrix pencil AH - K, where A is an indeterminate. The roots of this 
pencil are the roots of the polynomial equation det( AH - K) = 0. They are, 
of course, simply the eigenvalues of H-1/2KH-1/2, and thus are real. The 
spread of the pencil AH - K is just the separation between the largest and 
smallest of these roots, and is denoted by spread( A H - K). Let AHi - K, 
be the principal subpencil of AH - K obtained by deleting row i and 
column i, where 1 6 i 5 n. This subpencil is also Hermitian, its roots 
interlace those of the full pencil AH - K, and its spread is spread( AH, - Ki). 
In this section we are interested in inequalities linking 
,$ [spread( AHj - Ki)]” to [spread( AH - K)12. 
Of course, when H is the identity matrix, the pencil and subpencil roots 
become the eigenvalues of K and Ki. 
We use ideas developed in [7], which we now summarize. Since H is 
positive definite, it has a positive definite square root H ‘12. Let the roots of 
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the pencil AH - K be A,, . . . , A,. Then a unitary matrix V exists such that 
V*H-r/2KH-‘/2V = diag(A,, . . . , A,). Set T = H’/‘V and let T-l* = [ti,]]. 
Take f(h) = det(AH - K) = det H (A - A,) *me (A - A,) to be the pencil 
characteristic polynomial, and let fi( A) = det( AHi - Ki) denote the charac- 
teristic polynomial of the subpencil det( AHi - Kj). Then (see [7]) 
f;(A) = f ,ti,j,2g. 
j=l I 
Thus 
f(A) 
A - A, 
f(h) 
A - 4, 
(3) 
(4) 
where the matrix Y= [Iti,jl’] = [T~,~] is nonnegative but not necessarily 
doubly stochastic. 
Since Q=Ilt,.j12 is the (j,j) entry of T-‘T-l* = V*H-‘V, the vector 
of column sums of 9 is majorized by the vector 
[h,‘,...,h,‘], 
where h, 2 **a 2 h, are the eigenvalues of H. Furthermore, since CT= llti,j12 
is the (i, i) entry of T- ‘*T-l = H-‘, the vector 
[ 
k ltl,jl'> * ‘. ) k Itn,j12 
j=l j=l 1 
of row sums of 7 is also majorized by 
[h&..,h,‘]. 
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Summarizing, in the pencil spread problem we are interested in the 
spreads of f,(A), . . . , f,(h) relative to the spread of f(h) when (4) holds, 
where f(A) has real roots A,, . . . , A,, and the matrix Fis nonnegative with its 
vector of row sums and its vector of column sums majorized by the vector 
[h,‘,..., hi ‘I. This implies that 7 has no zero row or column. 
5. QUADRATIC SPREADS: NONNEGATIVE MATRIX CASE 
We again generalize the problem, and consider the spreads of the 
polynomials fi< A), . . . , fn< A) defined by (4), in which the nonnegative matrix 
9= [TV j] is constrained only by the requirement that it have no zero row and 
no zero column, that is, Yis no longer required to arise from a matrix pencil. 
6. EXISTENTIAL QUADRATIC SPREAD INEQUALITIES 
In this section we establish the existence of quadratic spread inequalities. 
THEOREM 1. Let 7 be an n x n matrix, n 2 3, with nonnegative entries 
and no zero rows or columns. Let f(A) be an nth degree polynomial with 
roots Ai,...,A,, all real, and use 9 and f to define polynomials 
f,(A),...,f,(A) as in (4). Then a positive constant c not dependent on the 
roots off(A) exists such that 
Proof. As before, number the roots of f(A) so that A, is the largest and 
A,, the smallest. Since each row of 9 is nonzero, each &(A> has degree 
n - 1. Moreover, the roots of fi(A) interlace those of f(A). 
If A, = A,, then spread(f( A)) = 0, and any constant c will work. So 
assume that A, > A,,. 
Consider the function 
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acting on the roots of f(A). This function F is unchanged when the variable 
change A -+ A + A, is made in (4) since then all roots of f(A) and of each 
fi< A) are translated downward by A,,. This means we may assume that A,, = 0. 
Next, scale the roots so that A, = 1: replace A in (4) by ah, where (Y = A, is 
a positive constant; multiply through by oeCn ” to regain a polynomial f(A) 
in which all roots of the previous f(h) and of each previous h(A) are 
multiplied by IY -I. This scaling leaves F unchanged. 
Thus F may be computed under the assumption that A, = 1 and A, = 0. 
The denominator of F now is 1, and the numerator is a function of the 
interior roots A,, . . . , A,, _ I (we need not order them) lying in [0, 11. Thus F 
is a continuous function on the compact set [O, I] X **a X [O, 11, and 
therefore achieves a minimum; call it C. We shall prove that this minimum is 
positive, and to do so we must prove that F = 0 is not possible. 
Suppose that C;= ,[spread(f,( A))] ’ is 0. Then each ji(A) has zero spread, 
so it has a single value 5, for its roots. By interlacing, this forces A, = .** = 
A “_ I = 5, as the common value of the 2nd to the (n - 0th roots of f(A). 
Thus each f;(A) is a constant multiple of (A - A2jn I, and f< A) is a constant 
multiple of 
(A - A,)( A - A2)“P2( A - A,,). 
If A, # A,,, cancel (A - A,)“- 3 from (31, then sum over i, and divide by the 
leading coefficient of f(A) to obtain 
+ (A - A,)( A - A,) 
If A, = A,, cancel (A - A,)“- ’ and proceed as before to obtain 
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We wish to prove that A, = A,, so suppose that Ai > A,. Evaluating both 
sides of the last two displays at A, yields 0 for the left side, On the right, the 
terms are 0 except for the second term in the first display when A, > A,, and 
the second term in the second display when A, = A,,. This contradiction 
forces A, = A, and thus 
(A-A,). 
If A,, < A,, a contradiction is obtained by evaluating the last display at 
A = A,. Therefore A, = A, = A,, a contradiction, since spread(f( A)) # 0. 
Hence the minimum c of F is nonzero. as desired. ??
When the nonnegative matrix Y is derived from a Hermitian matrix 
pencil AH - K, the same method yields extra information about the spread 
constant c in (5). 
THEOREM 2. Let H and K by n X n Hermitian matrices with H positive 
definite and n >= 3. Then a positive constant c = c( H ), dependent only on the 
eigenvalues of H and not dependent on K, exists such that 
t [spread( AHi - &)I2 >= c[spread( AH - K)12. 
i=l 
(6) 
Proof. The matrix Y= [\ti.jj2], where T*-’ = [ti,j] = H-““V with V 
unitary. Let V range over the unitary group ?Yn, and H range over all positive 
definite Hermitian matrices with fixed eigenvalues. Then the matrix Oranges 
over a continuous image of Z,, X SPn. Following the proof of the last theorem, 
normalize F as before so that the extreme roots of f(A) are 0 and 1, allow the 
interior roots of f(A) to be variable, and also allow 7 to vary as just 
described. Then F is continuous on the compact set ‘Z,, X %,, X [O, 11 
X . . . x [0, l] and so achieves a minimum value for some set of interior roots 
and some matrix Z This matrix 9= [jti,j12] has no zero row or column, since 
[ti,j] = HP’12V for some positive definite H and unitary V. By the last proof 
the minimum cannot be zero. ??
When the matrix Yiis doubly stochastic, it is again possible to assert more 
about the spread constant c. 
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THEOREM 3. In the n X n doubly stochastic and eigenvalue cases of $3, 
$2, with n 2 3, there exists a positive constant c dependent only on n such 
that 
2, [SP’e4f,w12 L cbP=w( w. (7) 
Proof. Here Y= S is doubly stochastic. In the proof of Theorem 1, 
normalize the roots of F to be in [0, 11, and allow Y= S to range over the 
polyhedron 9n of n x n doubly stochastic matrices. Then F again is 
continuous on a compact set, 9,, X [O, 11 X .*. X [O, 11, and thus achieves its 
minimum, which, by the proof of Theorem 1, cannot be 0. W 
7. CONSTRUCTIVE QUADRATIC SPREAD INEQUALITIES 
In Theorem 4 we give a lower bound for the best (largest) spread 
constants c in (5), (6), (7). In fact, this theorem is a constructive re-proof of 
the existential Theorems 1, 2, and 3. In Theorem 5 we make the lower bound 
more specific (though not more precise) in the pencil case when the definite 
Hermitian matrix H has a small enough spread. In Theorem 6 we give an 
upper bound for the best (largest) spread constant c in the doubly stochastic 
and eigenvalue cases. 
Suppose, momentarily, that the roots of f(A) are distinct and numbered 
sothat A, > *.. > A,, and let the roots of J;( A) defined by (3) be t,,, 2 ... 
2 ei n ,. Then A, >= ,$,,i 2 A, 2 5,,n 2 ... 2 A,, , 2 ti,, ~, 2 A,, . Employ- 
ing a technique from [7], evaluating both sides of (3) at A,i, we get 
_ (5i.1 - Aj) ... (5i.j-1 - A,)( Aj - ti,j) ..* (Aj - 5i,r,-1) 7i j ,_ 
C:l= j7i,r (A, - A,)..(A,_, - Aj)(Ai - Aj+,)...(Aj - A,,) 
forj = l,..., n. Setting j = I and rearranging the denominator factors, we 
get 
ri 1 
A= 
‘1 - 5i.1 ‘1 - 5i.z 4 - &.r,-l 
Et:= IT<,, A, - A,, A, - A, “’ A, - 4-i . 
By interlacing, each of the factors on the right side is nonnegative and each 
after the first is 2 1. Therefore - 
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Similarly, setting j = n and rearranging the denominator factors, 
~ ‘i n ti,n-1 - 41 - 5i,l ‘n - 5i,n-2 An = ... 
c:= 1Ti.r 4 - Al A,-A, An-,-h, 
Si,n-1 - An 
’ A, - A,, ’ 
Thus 
‘i 1 + 'i n 
&ri.; L 1 - 
spread( f, ( A)) 
A, - A,, * 
Sum over i = 1,. . . , 12 and then rearrange to get 
2 spread(fi( A)) L (+ spread(f( A)), 
i=l 
where 
(8) 
(9) 
since each 
with strict inequality for at least one i. By continuity, (8) continues to hold 
when the roots off(A) are not distinct. 
Using an idea taken from [4], (8) implies that the vector 
[ 
(+ spread( f( A) ) * spread( f( A) ) 
,.*a> 
n n I 
is weakly majorized by the vector 
[ spread(f,( A)), . . . , spread(f,( A))] . 
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By the convexity and monotonicity of the function x + x2 for nonnegative x, 
it follows that 
2 [spread(f;( A))]’ 1 $ [spread(f( h))12. 
i=l 
This implies that the best constant c in the nonnegative quadratic spread 
problem is at least 
g’/n. 
Note that o = n - 2 when 7 is doubly stochastic. 
u’/n, where u is defined by <S> and (9). When 9 
a=n-2. 
THEOREM 4. The inequality (5) qf Theorem 1 is satisfied when c = 
is doubly stochastic, 
The value (n - 2>“/n for a constant replacing n 
derived by Nylen and Tam [4]. 
We next give an estimate for the spread constant 
when spread(H) is not too great. 
- 2 in (1) was first 
c in the pencil case 
THEOREM 5. In the pencil case, when the eigenvalues h, 2 **. 2 h, of 
H are not too widely separated, the constant u in Theorem 4 may be taken 
to be 
n-$+j;;lI;i. (10) 
Proof. This constant (10) has some interest, since when H has zero 
spread it reduces to the value n - 2 previously noticed, “not too widely 
separated’ meaning that (10) is to be positive. 
The denominator in the typical term of (9) is 
2 ri,r = 2 lti.,12> 
r=l i-=1 
and this is the (i, i) entry of H- ‘. It thus is bounded below by the smallest 
eigenvalue h 1’ of this matrix. Hence 
(+ 2 n - hl k (Iti,ll’ + lti,,112). 
i=l 
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Here, X7= i(]tj,i 1’ + (ti,“12) is the sum of two diagonal elements of V*H-‘V, 
and therefore is bounded above by h,; ’ + hi’ 1. Therefore 
(T 2 n - hl(h,l + hi’,). ??
An estimate of rr in terms of the eigenvalues of H better than (10) 
perhaps can be derived by more effective use of the majorization present in 
the pencil case. 
Now we estimate c from above in the doubly stochastic case. 
THEOREM 6. Zf the spread inequality (7) holds for every n X n doubly 
stochastic matrix S (or merely for every n X n orthostochastic matrix S), and 
for every nth degree polynomial f(h) with real roots, then c 5 n - 2. 
Proof. This proof will lead into the open question in the next section. 
Let S be any doubly stochastic matrix; then form a new doubly stochastic 
matrix by replacing the first and last columns by their average. Use the same 
symbol S for this new matrix. If the original S is orthostochastic, it has the 
form S = []u,,~]~] with U = [u~,~] unitary; then the new S is also ortho- 
stochastic (replace the first and last columns ul, u, of U with (l/ fi><u, + 
u,) and (l/ LZXu, - un). Next, choose any values for A, 2 A,, and take all 
interior roots A,, . . . , A, _ 1 to be the mean of the two exterior roots: 
A, = 0.. = A,_, = (A, + A&2. Th en, when the first and last columns of 
S = [s~,~] are the same and the interior roots of f(A) are the mean of the two 
exterior ones, a calculation shows that 
i [spread(f,( A))]’ = (n - 2)[spread( f( A))12. (11) 
i=l 
This implies that the optimal constant c in the n X n doubly stochastic and 
eigenvalue cases is at most n - 2. To see (111, observe that fi(A) becomes 
(A +)‘“( A2 - (A, + A,)A + si,i (Al + 0 2 +(l -2~,,~)A,h, 
The square of the spread of this J(A) is the discriminant of the quadratic 
factor, since the multiple root (A, + A,>/2 always lies between the two roots 
of the quadratic. Summing these discriminants yields (11). ??
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7. AN OPEN QUESTION 
This question is based on an amplification of the proof of Theorem 6. Let 
S be any doubly stochastic matrix, and let A, L_ *.. 2 A, be any desired real 
values. We join this doubly stochastic matrix S linearly to one with first and 
last columns the average of these two columns in S, and at the same time join 
linearly the interior roots A,, . . . , A, _ , to the mean of the exterior roots A, 
and A,,. These connections are to be made using a parameter t covering 
10, I], with t = 0 belonging to the given data, and t = 1 to the averaged data. 
Then I:= ,[spread(f,(A))12 ’ 1s a function of t. Computer evidence suggests 
that this function is monotone (increasing or decreasing) and has a single 
critical point (= horizontal tangent line) at t = 1. More precisely, let the 
columns of S be s,, . . . , s,~, and define a doubly stochastic matrix S(t) by 
taking its successive columns to be 
Sl + srt s1 + s, 
(1 -t)s, +t----,ss,,s, ,..., Sn_,,(l-t)S,,+t--- 
2 2 . 
Also define roots A,(t), . . . , A, _ ,(t> by 
Al + 43 
hi(t) = (1 - t)A, + t-2-7 i = 2,...,n - 1. 
Finally, let 
f(A,t) = (A - A,)[A - A,(t)] **. [A - A,,-#)](A - A,). 
Now define polynomials f,< A, t), . . . , f,,( A, t> by [see (2)l 
fl( A, t> 
f2(A> t> 
fn- ,(‘A, t>
fn(A, t) 
= S(t) 
f(A,t) 
A - A, 
_f(A,t) 
A - A,(t) 
f(A,t) 
A - 41-l(t) 
f(Aat) 
A - A,, 
432 
Then we conjecture that 
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h 
it LsPread(f,( Air))12~ 
as a function of t on 10, 11, is monotone with a single critical point at t = 1, 
where it takes the value (n - 2>(h, - AJ2 = (n - 2)[spread(f(h))12. 
It is exceptionally easy, with computer assistance, to construct spread 
conjectures, and for some the supporting numerical evidence based on 
randomly chosen data is persuasive. The author has generated several spread 
conjectures in this way, including the ones just mentioned, plus more 
studying Cy= ,[spread(f,(A))12 as S varies over selected parts of the polyhe- 
dron of doubly stochastic matrices. However, unless some of the evidence 
supporting a conjecture is based on skillfully constructed potential counterex- 
amples, it may be misleading, and for this reason only one other spread 
conjecture is listed here: In the doubly stochastic case with f(A) not having 
all roots the same, conjecture that the equality (11) forces the doubly 
stochastic matrix to have equal first and last columns and the polynomial f to 
have all interior roots equal to the average of the two exterior roots. Of the 
conjectures in the last sentence of the paragraph above, the necessity of a 
critical point at t = 1 is the one most probably correct. 
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